COMPLIANCE JUDGE (DISCS)

The Compliance Judge (Discs) will judge the Leader for having any part of the correct foot on the Disc for each movement of the Quickstep / Compliments / Movements phase for each Grade.

Judging of stipulated criteria will commence on completion of the whistle signal into each movement, or in the case of the Masters Grade teams who choose not to have whistles, with the arrival of the correct foot onto the Disc for each movement after completion of the Quickstep/Compliments/Movements phase and conclude with the arrival of the correct foot onto the Disc for the final movement of each Grades Quickstep/Compliments/Movements.

Standing Position
The Compliance Judge (Discs) will judge the team at the Q/C/M phase at a position directly behind Technical Drill Judge D at the rear of the field. The placement shall be approximately 2 metres from the rear boundary on an elevated platform of a minimum of 0.3 metres above ground level. (Please refer to the MNZ Guidelines for Elevated Platforms).

General

1. For each disc obtained by the Leader (any part of the correct foot on the disc) there will be an award of 2 points given.

2. A “Nil“ award will be given when the disc is not achieved. When this occurs the Judge will enter the figure “0” in the award box for that Disc.

3. It is not a requirement for the Compliance Judge to know the correct number of paces between each movement/phase, only that any part of the correct foot is on the disc on the completion of the whistle signal.

4. The Compliance Judge will be required to know where the Leader is positioned within the team for the ‘march to’ phase of each movement/phase for each grade.

5. The Compliance Judge will be required to know where the disc for each movement is located on the field for each grade.

6. The Compliance Judge is required to know that the colour of the discs are:
   - Master Grade – Blue
   - Senior Grade – White
   - Under 16 Grade – Red
   - Under 12 Grade – Yellow
   - Introductory Grade – Hot Pink